The properties of the family N(Q,p)
At the beginning we recall the definition of geometric Fobject (see [7] )« Definition. Bya geometric F-object in a wider sense at a point p with a set Q of admissible maps we understand every function co on the set Q of one-to-one maps such that the point -1 (o>(x), x(p), x *o X ) belongs to the domain of the function F, and co(x') = F(co(x), x(p), x' o X )
for any x,x'e Q. In [7] no special restrictions were put on the set Q of oneto-one functions and on the set of their values.It was shown there .phism. We shall prove that conditions (i Q ) and (ii n ) imply that
Since x~1 is a one-to-one function, x~^x(D x ) r\ x^ (d^^1 
we Since p=p',we have x^ 
We shall prove that 3.6. In order that condition (6) hold it is sufficient that -"1 To simplify the notation, from now on we shall identify the pairs (u,y) with the elements of the set G(Q); Q is a set satisfying conditions (iq) and (iiq)« Let (u, <p) and (u', 9 ) be arbitrary elements of the set G(Q) such that (u,9s)~Q(u ,9'). This equivalence holds if and only if (u', <p')e [ u, ,which by theorem 1.1 of In other words, the function F depends on class [u, but not on the elements (u, 50) e G(Q) themselves.It| followjs that there is a function F with domain S2 x G*(Q) satisfying fjo£ every coe\Q and for every element £ u, e G*(Q) the formula Observe that if (p,x)s ^(p' ,x'), ^u^ 6 aad u = x(p), then J u (9>)(p,x)s J u (<p)(p' ,x' ), where the relation =Q is defined by (3) . This follows from the fact that the action of the group GL(n) in the set of all pairs (p f x) has been uniquely defined. Now let i2 = R a , and let Q c A be the set of all maps whose domains contain the point p, where A is a maximal C k -atlas of the differentiable manifold M. We define a function F* mapping the cartesian product of the set of all matrices in the group GL(n) with the set of all n-elements sequences in R 11 by the following formula 
It is not difficult to see that F* satisfies conditions 1* and 2*, and consequently v is a geometric object.
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